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Related Videos

- CERNBoxClientInstall
- CERNBoxShareAndAuthShare
- CERNBoxSyncAShare

Description

- The CERNBox client installation procedure for Mac, Windows and Linux.
- How to Share a link and how to do an Authenticated share on a folder in CERNBox.
- How to sync a shared folder in CERNBox.

Public

CERN users

Material

Recording method: screen capture with voice over

CERN video content owner

Belinda Chan Kwok Cheong

Other information:

Video editor - Alex Manzoni - University of Geneva (Master in Educational technology).

Create a new video under this topic

Create a new Video: (Use a topic name in WikiNotation)

Video Discussion

use the attach button below to upload the video to this page. Then copy/paste the %ATTACHURL% url the video tag above
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